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The origin of the company name “Kola Salmon” 
is coming from the noble Atlantic salmon, 
calling at the rivers of the Kola Peninsula. This 
unique location is considered as one of the most 
famous places for fishing on our Planet. Each 
year fishermen from all over the world come 
to Kola rivers again to meet this powerful and 
indomitable fish to test their knowledge, skills 
and tackles ...

Kola Salmon company was founded by the 
team of Russian enthusiastic anglers.

The years of fly fishing experience, regular 
angling in distant places world wide, 
recommendations of well-known anglers and 
usage of the latest technological engineering 
“Kola Salmon” products take it all.

Development of the first two-handed rods 
and powerful reels for salmon fishing in 
2003 was the first success. 

Kola Salmon today, first of all, is a wide 
range of modern fly fishing rods. Any angler 
can choose a tackle according to his/her 
preferences, fishing conditions and .... the 
size of the expected trophy.

Kola Salmon wide range of wear (waders, 
outerwear, layering and footwear) as well as 
its tackles, was developed specifically for fly 
fishing. Multi - day rafting on the northern 
rivers or a short trip on the forest creek 
- you will be comfortable in any weather 
conditions.

Today, more and more customers prefer 
Kola Salmon to other brands and there is an 
obvious growing popularity of our products, 
therefore, as the manufacturer, we take more 
responsibility and attention to quality of our 
products and after sales support. That is why 
the warranty service of Kola Salmon tackles 
is available (please contact your dealer at 
your region).

The unique program “Trade-In” allows to 
owners of Kola Salmon tackles to make the 
savings when purchasing a new model of 
tackles or outfits (depends on your region 
- check the warranty conditions at your 
dealer's shop).



The origin of the company name “Kola Salmon” is coming from the 
noble Atlantic salmon, calling at the rivers of the Kola Peninsula. 
This unique location is considered as one of the most famous places 
for fishing on our Planet. Each year fishermen from all over the world 
come to Kola rivers again to meet this powerful and indomitable fish 
to test their knowledge, skills and tackles ...





Rods
Each Kola Salmon rod is designed by experienced anglers and was tested 
in various situations all over the world. A clear understanding of purpose 
of each rod makes its usage the most efficient in its specific situation, and it 
makes a fishing gear outstanding and the best fly rod an angler can own.

The rods of each series have similar, memorable "character"(action), that 
allows you to cast on a required distance with pleasure.
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Its a modern, stylish, light and delicate 
single-handed rod. Made of premium 
class materials and components this series 
provides a maximum line control when you 
cast, even in difficult weather conditions. 

You will be amazed with the «fast-
progressive» action of this series.  It is 
capable of making a long distance as well 
as a short distance  cast that is a convenient 
feature when you go rafting.

The weight is spread all over the rod 
providing a high speed return to initial state 
without residual vibration. 

There are “single-legged” rings on the blank. 
Ferrules of the sections are designed in a Put 
Over approach (the upper section is put on 
the bottom section). 

The handle is made of carefully selected 
Portuguese cork.  There are ultralight reel-
seats made of natural cork on the "lower" 
classes rods: with a threaded insert made of 
natural cork.

Rods are supplied in a tube and case. 
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S2 series
The ultralight reel seat made of 
natural cork 

Model Line Sections Length Weight

feet sm oz gramm

S2-6602/3* 2 3 6'6" 198 1,6 46

S2-8402/3* 2 3 8'4" 254 2,0 57

S2-6303/3* 3 3 6'3" 191 1,6 46

S2-7303/3 * 3 3 7’3" 221 1,8 52

S2-8004/4 4 4 8'0" 244 2,5 71

S2-8404/3* 4 4 8'4" 254 2,2 63

S2-8604/4 4 4 8'6" 259 2,6 74

S2-9005/4 5 4 9'0" 274 2,8 80

S2-9006/4 6 4 9'0" 274 3,2 91

* with an ultralight cork reel seat

A unique tackle for trout fishing. 
77
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The SF series is well known and popular today. Proven on 
waters almost world wide it is recognized not only by local 
anglers but also abroad. This is a very light and fast action 
rod that could not be better for fishing with the modern 
WF fly lines: when you need a high speed and a maximum 
distance the casting rod of SF series can do it all.

There are “sinle-legged” rings on the blank and a Put Over 
approach of ferrules of each section (upper section is 
fixed on the bottom section). Rods are supplied in a cases 
and tubes.
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The handle of SF Feather Switch

Model Line Sections Length Weight

feet sm oz gramm

SF-9004/4 4 4 9'0" 274 2,7 77

SF-9005/4 5 4 9'0" 274 2,9 83

SF-1005/4 5 4 10'0" 305 3,4 97

SF-9006/4 6 4 9'0" 274 3.0 86

SF-1006/4 6 4 10'0" 305 3,3 94

SF-9007/4 7 4 9'0" 274 3,2 91

SF-9008/4 8 4 9'0" 274 3,3 94

SF-1008/4 8 4 10'0" 305 3,6 103

SF-11434/5 
Feather Switch

3/4 5 11'4" 345 4,2 120

The unique features of SF series 9
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Czech Nymph is a very effective way to catch 
a fish with the small size nymph along the 
bottom of the river.

It requires a light weight, high sensitivity and 
a longer tackle to increase the angling zone.

Czech Nymph concept has it all:  the fast 
action № 2-4 weight and 9' -11'4'' length 
rods.

It is perfect for advanced anglers as well as for 
the beginners to meet a wide range of angling 
situation: from fishing on a boat or deep 
wadding, as well as dry fly angling on big 
open rivers and lakes.

It has been exported to Europe since 2008.

Rods are supplied in cases and tubes.
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The handle of SF Feather Czech Nymph

A light weight, high sensitivity, 
superior line control and 
possibility to use thin tippets.

Model Line Sections Length Weight

feet sm oz gramm

SF-9002/4 
Czech Nymph

2 4 9'0'' 274 2,5 71

SF-9603/4 
Czech Nymph

3 4 9'6'' 290 3,1 88

SF-10203/4 
Czech Nymph

3 4 10'2'' 310 3,2 91

SF-1004/4 
Czech Nymph

4 4 10'0'' 305 3,2 91

SF-11434/5 
Feather Czech 
Nymph

3/4 5 11'4'' 345 3,6 105

Czech  
NymphSF 11
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Kola Salmon rods of S2 and SF series 
are completed with the multi-sectional 
models: the TINY concept is focused 
on traveling anglers. The length of rod, 
which is marked by “t” (TINY Concept), 
in disassembled state is 40-42 cm length. 
For a safe transportation of two different 
rods the only one 45 cm length tube is 
enough that is not more then a space of 
any standard backpack. Tackle will not 
take too much space that is extremely 
important during long trips or fish 
rafting. 

Urban anglers will also appreciate the 
convenience of this rod as it easily fits to a 
normal suitcase, and you can catch a fish 
on the way to your office that won't be 
that convenient with a regular set of meter 
long tackles in the tube.
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S2/SF Tiny  
Concept

The rods are fit to the 45 cm long tube

Model Line Sections Length Weight

feet sm oz gramm

S2t-7603/6 3 6 7'6" 229 1,9 54

SFt-7604/6 4 6 7'6" 229 2,3 66

SFt-9005/7 5 7 9'0" 274 2,8 80

S2t-1007/8 7 8 10'0" 305 3,7 105

The selection of S2 and SF series are defined by action of each 
series. SF rods are fast action and S2 are progressive action. 
When the angling conditions are changing it is convenient to 
have rods with two different characteristics.

The modern materials and design of SF and S2 enable the rods 
to keep a low weight and multi-section design.

13
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Rods were tested 
successfully in Cuba 
on trophies of 40-60 kg 

Since 2009 a new series of rods had been 
developed and tested which is called the 
«Ocean». Marine and ocean f ly-fishing  is 
a new trend that becomes increasingly 
popular all over the world. People 
are attracted to the ocean by unusual 
conditions of angling and a wide spectrum 
of ichthyofauna. Marine fish is a very 

strong creature by nature that is why all 
the rods of this series are powerful enough 
to handle a sea fish. Moreover, they are 
equipped with the salt water resistant 
accessories.
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Ocean

Model Line Sections Length Weight

feet sm oz gramm

Ocean-9005/4 5 4 9'0" 274 3,8 108

Ocean-9009/4 Flex 9 4 9'0" 274 4,1 117

Ocean-90910/4 9/10 4 9'0" 274 4,2 120

Ocean-9012/4 12 4 9'0" 274 5,0 142

15
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The universal medium-fast action rods are ideal 
for comfortable angling at all distances and in 
any weather conditions. Rods have stable and 
predictable presentation for a good price - the 
best choice for the beginners, especially for 
those who are focused on learning of fly-
casting techniques.

SM2 series are the rods you can rely on and 
experience remarkable feel that comes from the 
angling process with these gears.

With  this series you can easily refuse from the 
use of expensive reels weighing less than 100 
grams since the rods of 3rd and 4 th weights 
are equipped with the extra-light reel seat. This 
feature allows you to balance the tackle with an 
inexpensive and quality reel weighing 150-165 
grams.

SM2 Series are made of high quality 
components and have an elegant finishing. 
You can select the rod packed into tube or 
into the fabric case.
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 SM2
The insert of reel seat is made of cork

A predictable tackle that is 
comfortable to use when you 
angling in calm conditions

Model Line Sections Length Weight

feet sm oz gramm

SM2-7003/4* 3 4 7'0" 213 1,9 54

SM2-8604/4* 4 4 8'6" 259 2,4 69

SM2-9005/4 5 4 9'0" 274 3,3 94

SM2-9006/4 6 4 9'0" 274 3,9 111

* with an ultralight cork reel seat

17
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Two-handed Kola Salmon SM2 D-Flex 1409/4 
rod is specially designed for anglers who are 
keen on salmon hunting throughout the season. 
This universal two-handed rod fits for fishing 
with sinking lines in spring at high water, and in 
summer - with floating lines at low water.

Kola Salmon D-Flex rod is designed for medium 
and large rivers, particular of the Kola Peninsula, 
where a long cast is an important component 
of successful angling. With this powerful and 
well balanced rod the angler does not even feel 
tiredness after long hours of fish hunting. Medium-
fast progressive action reduces the demand on 
casting techniques and makes these rods are the 
best for angling practice, and even for learning of 
two-handed rod casts.

The load is spread all over the length of blank when 
you catch a medium-sized summer fish providing 
a delicate control, and a powerful butt will win 
the fight against the large specimens, even in high 
water extreme conditions.

Kola Salmon kits together with D 10-11, D 11-14,  
or  DZ 11-14 reels are very well balanced tackles 
that perfectly goes together with short headed 
Spey lines and all kinds of “shooting heads" of two-
handed 9'-10' weighted rods.
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Model Line Sections Length Weight

feet sm oz gramm

SM2 D-FLEX-1409/4 9 4 14'0'' 427 9,2 290

The universal character of rod and the maximum

output of blank are gathered in this tackle.

Double  
HandedSM2 

19
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Double-handed rod is the choice of anglers 
targeted on big trophies. It is a rod of  medium-
fast action with a deep work of the blank, at 
the same time it is designed for high-speed line 
casts. This unique combination allows, on the 
one hand, the smooth control over a big fish; 
on the other hand to maximize the speed of 
line to enable a narrow loop that is essential  
for successful angling on the North. These 
powerful rods are quite delicate and light 
enough that allows to reduce  control over time 
during the Spey casts.

Blanks are made of two types of high-modular 
graphite. This combination of materials and  
lightweight furniture significantly reduces the 
total weight of the rod but maintaining its high 
strength. The shape of handle is designed to 
perform underhand casts as well as wide casts, 
with medium and long-head Spey-lines. 

Multisection design makes the rod of D2 series 
convenient for transportation, all the rods are 
equipped with carrying cases and tubes.
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D2
All models were tested on the field by experienced 
Russian and foreign anglers before their launch on 
the market. Continuous testing had been carried 
out during few fishing seasons (May-October) 
on the rivers of the Kola Peninsula - Kola, Kitsa, 
Kharlovka, East Litsa, Rynda, Zolotaya, Ponoi. The 
large specimens of salmon (Atlantic salmon), over 
16 kg, had been successfully caught during the tests.

The maximum comfort, the best characteristics 
and a light weight of tackle. 

It is the choice of professionals 

Model Line Sections Length Weight

feet sm oz gramm

D2-12645/4 4/5 4 12'6" 381 6,4 182

D2-1308/4 8 4 13'0" 396 8,0 227

D2-1409/4 9 4 14'0" 427 8,6 244

D2-15110/4 10 4 15'0" 457 10,2 280

21
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Rod is equipped with a light graphite reel handle and 
reliable rings. The universal characteristics and good 
combination of price and quality makes Libra 9005 / 4 
rod  an excellent tool, especially for the beginners.
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It is a quality for money! 

An excellent tackle even for those ones who wants to test what the f ly fishing is.

Libra

Model Line Sections Length Weight

feet sm oz gramm

Libra-8604/4 4 4 8'6'' 259 3,1 88

Libra-9005/4 5 4 9'0'' 274 3,3 94

Libra-9006/4 6 4 9'0'' 274 3,95 112

23
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These are the cast-metal reels made of aluminum alloy. The 
parts, bearing a heavy load, are made of steel. Reliable disk-
type braking mechanism is protected from water and dust 

The reel has a simple and convenient system to change the 
spool. The inner diameter of the spool is enlarged, so that 
you can quickly wind up the line while wading.

The high quality reel for reasonable price

Model Line Weight, gramm

Jora 24 2-4 135

Jora 46 4-6 145
Jora 68 6-8 165
Jora 810 8-10 220
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The reliable universal reels

Jora 
series 25
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The key feature of this series is that all the reels are 
carved out of solid metal for perfect fishing. The 
product range is presented in three weigths - # 7-8, 
# 10-11; # 11-14, and equipped with a powerful 
braking system,. The smooth braking force is 
provided by friction of steel and graphite: the brake 
disc has a larger area and it is fixed on the bearings. 
The spool is fixed hard on two bearings, and it is 
protected from water. The reel is design to protect 
fingers from contact with any hole, making your 
fish hunting safe. The large thickness of the frame is 
designed to strengthen the reel.

The reel is easy to care; it's enough to wipe the 
brake disc once  in a week to make it work for a long 
time. The repair kits are always available at Service 
Department.
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The  powerful reel for 
salmon fishingD 
series

Model Line Weight, gramm

D 79 7-9 256
D 1011 10-11 325
D 1114 11-14 380

Features:
D #7‑9 — the universal reel, that perfectly fits to the light-weighted 
two-handed 5-8 weights rods, and  the powerful one-handed  8-12 
weights rods.

D #10‑11 — are recommended for 14'-15' two-handed 9-10-weights 
rods and for one-handed  12 -14 weights rods.

27
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D #11‑14,  Dz #11‑14 - are recommended with 
15' and 16' two-handed 10-12 weights rods. These 
reels are the great power that is essential for the 
large salmon hunting in spring. This feature of 
the  reel is highly appreciated by anglers  fishing 
with the long -headed fly lines and with significant 
reserve of backing. 
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Dz 

series

Model Line Weight, gramm

Dz 1114 11-14 380

Features
There is a closed system with a smooth adjustment of the braking 
force in Dz 11‑14 reel. The reel is equipped with fast and easy system 
of spool exchange, while the construction of spool provides a minimal 
backlash. 

For extreme and even 
more exciting  fishing!

29
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Kola Salmon fly fishing kit is a “ready-to-use” tackle that is a perfect 
gift even for the entry-level anglers. All the kits are equipped 
with quality tackles only: backing, fly line, leader and DVD** (** 
variability of the contents of kit depends on your dealer and the 
region). The components are perfectly matched  and provide a high 
functionality and reliability. Backing and line are already wind over a 
reel. Ready-to-use fly line and leaders (with loops) is good as “how-to-
do own tackles” example for the beginners.

Each set comes with a special tube which contains all the components 
separately. The tube is designed  to exclude damages of rod. There is 
a  leader and DVD  in an extra pocket. The DVD contains the training 
films in Russian. Rods are equipped with a cover.

 
Fly-fishing kits
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KS S2 9005 / 4 
KS Jora #4-6 
RW TT Nymph 5F

This is the Universal tackle for 
fishing in medium and large 
waters. Supplied with Triangle 
Taper Nymph fly line you can 
fish both on dry and on wet flies, 
as well as on very large streamers. 
The action S2 rod allows to use 
0.12mm tippets and more. 

KS S2 8604 / 4 
KS Jora #2-4 
RW TT Nymph 4F

Аre recommended for fishing in 
small and medium waters. With 
a short-head Triangle Taper 
Nymph fly line you can use dry 
or wet flies, and streamers that 
can be large enough.

KS S2 8004 / 4 
KS Jora #2-4 
RW TT 4F

This is a comfortable angling set 
for small and medium waters. 
Triangle Taper fly line perfectly 
casts and presents a soft action 
that is essential for fishing with 
dry flies and small nymphs in 
streams and small rivers.

KS S2 7303 / 3 
KS Jora #2-4 
RW TT Nymph 3F

This kit is recommended for 
angling with the finest tippets 
on small rivers and streams, 
Triangle Taper Nymph # 3 line 
has excellent casting and delicate 
presentation of the bait. Unique 
characteristics of  rod and fly 
line allow you to fish with flies 
that are normally used with  4-5 
classes rods. 

31
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KS SF-10008 / 4 
KS Jora #6-8 
RW TT Steelhead 8F

Is a great set for salmon fishing in low waters. 
The long rod and long-headed line (15,5 
m) are perfect for casting on the surf with 
medium-sized salmon flies overhead and spey 
style (z-cast), and at the same time to handle 
control over the fly. 

KS SF 9008 / 4 
KS Jora #6-8 
RW TT Bass 8F

Is a special set for fishing on a streamer in 
medium and large waters. The length of the 
rod is comfortable to control a fly, and a 
short-headed line allows you to cast a very 
large streamer.

KS SF 9008 / 4 
KS Jora #6-8 
RW Ambush 8F

If you're after large salmon and big streamer 
in medium and large water, this kit is the call. 
The length of the "head" is 6m that allows you 
to cast the biggest bait and skating almost to 
the feet. 
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KS SF-10005 / 4 
KS Jora #4-6 
RW LongBelly WF5F

The  universal set supplied with a long rod 
and long-headed fly line. It is the best for 
wading in medium and large waters. The 
length of the rod just great for Spey casts and 
to keep your fly under control over long.

KS SF-9004 / 4 
KS Jora #4-6 
RW TT Nymph 4F

An universal set  that can handle fishing in 
any fresh waters.  Triangle Taper Nymph is a 
short-headed line  that you can use for a wide 
variety of baits, including large streamers. .

KS SF 9005 / 4 

KS Jora #4-6 
RW TT Nymph 5F

This is an universal tackle for fishing in medium 
and large waters. Triangle Taper Nymph fly line 
is great for dry and wet fly fishing as well as 
casting a very large streamers. As the rod is a 
fast action the recommended diameter of  tippet  
is 0.14 mm and more.

33
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The basis of Kola Salmon angling clothing  was born in extreem fishing conditions 
of Kola Peninsula. There, where the wearing should protect the fisherman from the 
extremes of temperature of air and water; There, where it should withstand whatever 
abuse they put it through during the long days trips. There, where the angler should 
be dry, comfortable and protected from the elements in any fishing conditions.  That 
is why the deep researches of operating conditions, the usage of technolgy and 
orgonomical  design – all these elements make the Kola Salmon technical clothing 
durable, reliable and comfortable.

Technical clothing 
and outerwear.
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Guide Stretch 
Jacket

A new Guide STRETCH wading jacket has all functional 
elements required to perform in the most severe conditions. 
There is an original cut of hood, and the sleeves cover 
the inner cuffs. The zipper of the dorsal pocket opens 
in a bottom-up approach providing you an access into 

the pocket even when your jacket is on. The special 
detachable loops, above and below the chest, 

consolidate the rods and provide you hands-free 
operations. The jacket is made of new materials 

providing an excellent abstraction of moisture 
and comfort at any weather  conditions. 

Sizes:

M 46—48 
L 50—52 
XL 54—56 
XXL 56—58
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Features
• 4-layer membrane Toray (Japan) stretches  in 

one direction that provides a high resistance 
to abrasion.

• Anatomical cut for freedom in your motions.

• The jacket has no seams in the shoulder area 
allowing you to wear a backpack with comfort 
for a long time 

• Number of seams is minimized for more 
convenience and reliability.

• Adjustable hood.

• The inner pocket is protected from splashing.

• Convenient external breast pockets are 
placed in a way to avoid the water when you 
go wadding.

• There is a trimmed fleece inside of pockets to 
warm your hands

• Two built-in retriever are closed by breast 
pocket. There are loops in the pockets to 
secure the boxes of flies, tools and other 
supplies. 

• Pocket is located on the back in a way that 
it does not sink even when you go wadding 
up to the waist level. Zipper is fasten 
downwards that allows you to get into the 
pocket when the jacket is on.

• All seams are taped for for better 
protection.

37
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Kola Salmon “Guide” wader are designed with the goal of 
maximizing durability and water proof qualities, made of 
membrane fabric to operate in challenging environment. 

Recommended for angling guides, professional guides 
and members of rescue teams. The front side of the legs, 
knees and feet are reinforced and protected from 
punctures and abrasion. To improve the reliability 
the quantity of seams was minimized as well. 

There is a multifunctional pocket on the chest that 
allows you to store various fishing accessories, 
and it also equipped with a special space made of 
fleece that will warm your hands. Anatomical cut 
minimizes the friction of body motion providing a 
complete freedom.

 
Guide Waders

Sizes: 
S, MS, M, ML, MK, LS, L, LL,  
XLS, XL, XXLS, XXL, XXXL
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Features
• 4-layer durable membrane Toray (Japan), with water 

resistant  Teflon outer layer.

• The front of the legs, knees and feet are strengthen. 

• Internaland two external chest pockets – meshy and 
with zipper.

• Pocket-sleeve to warm your hands.

• Comfortable anatomical cut 

• To protect from mechanical loads all the fabric seams 
are tucked, taped, and strengthen.

• There are strengthen  built-in sleeves (guards) made of 
elastic and resistant to cuts fabric.

• The socks are made of 4-mm neoprene: the 
seams are taped and there is an additional 
strengthening with the perforated 
rubber band from the outside.

• There is an anatomic 

cut for the left and right legs.

• Each wader undergo strict technical 
control and tested for water resistance 
on a factory.

• Comes with a belt clip and convenient 
transportation bag, and with  repair 
kit (a piece of membrane fabric and 
termotape for sealing).
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Kola Salmon Light stretch waders are designed  for active 
anglers providing a freedom of motions. Anatomic cut, rugged 
fabrics, superb breathability are perfect for the long-raftings 
and hiking. Internal wader's pocket is made of membranous 
tissue, so the short-term water ingress does not dampen its 
contents. The zipper inside of breast pocket  makes it use secure 
and so easy.

Additional functionality is provided by the breast-pocket bag 
(can be purchased separately). Removable bag will have the 
way to those who appreciates the ease of fishing and prefers 
to do without handling vests. Dignity are clear: small 
handbag allows you to store changeable leaders, 1-2 boxes 
of flies, built-in  two retriever instrument, equipped with 
pockets for pedestrian materials floatants and more.

 
Light Stretch Waders
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• 4-layer membrane fabric Toray (Japan) stretches in-one-
directtion with high resistance to abrasion.

• Seams are tucked, taped and there is an extra 
strengthening to ensure the durability 

• There is an anatomic cut considers the knee bend, the 
calves of body, left and right feet. 

• An anatomical cut and fabric extensibility provide an extra 
durability to your wear

• Simple design makes it easy to investigate an incidental 
puncture and easily repair your wear even in extreme 
environment.

Features:

Sizes: 
S, MS, M, ML, MK, LS, L, LL,  
XLS, XL, XXLS, XXL, XXXL
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It is an optimal choice for the most of traveling anglers. Made 
entirely of high-tech synthetic materials that makes the boots 
very light, but at the same time quite durable. There are loops 
on the back side and the tongue for an easy-off and easy-on. 
Sole is made of synthetic felt, that does not soak. There is 
a reinforced heel and ankle. Even being wet the boots are 
lightweight.

 
Wading Boots Sizes:

 9 38—39 
 10 39,5—40,5 
11 41—42,5 
 12 43—44 
 13 44—45
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The socks are made of fabric Polartec Classic 
200 that provides a maximum of breathability, 
and pushes away the moisture from the feet on 
maximum. Anatomic cut of right and left feet. 
Sole, toe and heel are reinforced and made of two 
layers of material. There is a  mesh inside that is 
a special material protects against rubbing. 
The length of the sock allows to feel 
comfortable especially with  Polartec 
tm pants. Thick cuff of the sock  
doesn't  make any pressure on the 
leg when you walk.

 

Sizes:

 M 38—40 
 L 40—42 
 XL 43—44 
 XXL 45—46

Polartec® Socks

Classic 20 0®
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Thermal Pr o®

There is the minimum of seams for your 
better comfort. Made of elastic breathable 
fabric that stretches in both directions with 
excellent wicking qualities. The material dries 
very quickly that is very convenient for long 
trips or raftings. The length of pullover keeps 
your back warm in any motions . High waist 
overlaps the top, and does not slip when you 
lean or squat. There is a heatproof strap on a 
zipper.

YKK® accessories

Sizes:

M 46‑48, height 175‑180 
L 50‑52, height 182‑190 
XL  52‑54, height 185‑195 

XXL 56‑58, height 185‑197

 
Underwear 
Termal Pro®
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Polartec® Bib

Bib is recommended to wear under the waders to 
keep your body warm in a very cold water. At the 
same time it allows you to feel comfortable when 
there is a significant temperature difference: for 
example, the air temperature (15 ... 18 ° C) and 
water (1 ... 2 ° C). It provides a good ventilation 
to your upper body during  the warm season that 
is essential if you move a lot. The outer layer is 
made of fabric Polartec Classic 200, and there 
is a Polartec TermalPro as an internal layer that 
provides you an excellent warmth, breathability 
and mobility. In combination with thermal 
underwear it almost doubles the insulation 
abilities of basic fabric as well. There is an atomic 
cut of the legs. There is a perfect length and 
fixation of cuff above the socks. YKK® 2-way 
front zipper 

Sizes:

M 46‑48,height 175‑179 
L 50‑52, height 179‑182 
LL  50‑52, height 185‑190 
XL 52‑54, height 185‑190 
XXL 56‑58, height 187‑192

Classic 20 0 ®
Thermal Pr o® 200  
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Classic 20 0®

Classic 100®

 
Polartec® Pullover
 

•	 It	is	designed	with		extended	length	of	backside	
that	allows	to	protect	your	back	from	cold.

•	 Polartec	®	Classic	200	and	Polartec	®	Classic	100	
fabric	

•	 The	collar	is	medium-high	and	dense	to	protect	the	
throat	from	cold.

•	 There	is	a	special	strip	of	fabric	on	zipper	that	
protects	the	body	from	cold.

•	 There	is	an	easy	access	to	a	side-pocket	
made	of	Polartec	®	Classic	200	

•	 The	cuff	of	sleeves	are	tight	and	
comfortable	on	hands

•	 The	freedom	of	motions	is	
provided	by	anatomic	cut

•	 YKK®	accessories

Sizes: 

 M 46—48, height 175—180 
 L 50—52, height 182—190 
 XL  52—54, height 185—195 
 XXL 56—58, height 185—197
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Classic 20 0®

Classic 100®

Polartec® Pants

• Polartec ® Classic 200 and Polartec ® Classic 
100 fabric

• There are two pockets for your comfort

• The belt of pants can be shaped individually

• High waist overlaps pullover, and does not slip 
when you lean or squat

• There is a perfect length of cuffs tightly go 
over the legs for your comfort

Sizes: 

 M 46—48, height 175—180 
 L 50—52, height 182—190 
 XL  52—54, height 185—195 
 XXL 56—58, height 185—197
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Accessories Cap is made of membrane. 

Breathable but waterproof 
caps made of membrane can be 
adjusted individually  

    Cap is made of microfibre: 
breathable fabric is a 
perfect choice for a hot 
summer

   Fleece cap is adaptable to the size 
of head individually. A good choice 
for the early spring, autumn, and 
cold summer
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For notes
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web site:              www.kola‑salmon.ru
e-mail:                 info@kola‑salmon.ru
internet shop:   www.fly‑fishing.u
address:              3, Trofimova str., Moscow
phone:                +7 (495) 679 45 95


